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were due re vi!.ual defects

She believed that come word omissions

(p.21) and the term "word blindness" became q popu-

lar explanation during the 1930's for the seeming inability to recognize every
word accurately.

"Patients" suffering from this melady were supposedly afflicted

with "a very highly selective loss of the capacity to recognize at a glance constellations of printed or written letters" (S. T. Orton, 1917, p. 37).

Orton

believed that many of them had "A tendency to omit entirely all the shorter
words" (Orton, p. 38).
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D'Angslo end Wilbur 11

Inconsequential that they are not south looking at.
their data Is suspect .

We disagree, Mat.

They have an average of

per child per obey 'which WWI* that their_etoriee acre either very short u;
too easy,-

a large

Eecondly, our siacue date gathered over

decade and a half

toe

adeto of divergent background* involvine approximately
indicates an 4pproxisete average otgibeloos rate of 102

udy utilized miscue analysis. General miscue procedure involve*
Ins of a whole story not seen by the subject beforehand. Readers
e reading that they will not be helped during the reading and
They road from the
e ked to retell the story when they finish.
The
researcher
follows the
with only a researcher present.
ypescript containing the exact format of the text. The entire
audio-taped for later analysia. An official typescript is
'pared by having two researchers independently listen to the
rd listening to points of disagreement. The miscuea, places
rat responses do not catch expected oral responses to the text,
4 according to the Geodman Reading Miscue Analysts' Taxonoey
Codings are computer analyzed after a series of human and
computer data reviews to eliminate coding errors. The reaUltADt analysis
coast/op of tummy data for Individuals and troupe and contingency tables
ohoelng relationships between aspects of the process for individual* and groups.

The researcher also elicits a free retelling of the story followed by
patr6t probing with open-ended ouwationt designed to draw from the reader as
berm and hat,, understood.
full A representation as possible of what he/ attus re
loped for the
The retelling is analysed owl scored arrordirtg to a scale v!

pease .
in the NIE study on which most of this report Is based, eight I gunge
:texas
populations were studied reading two stories each in
Spanish, Arizona Navajo, Michigan Arabic, Hawaiian Samoan,
Ire tact
Missigeippi Black, Tentage* Appalachian (White), and Downeaat Maine.
populating there were four second, tour fourth, and four sixth grade subjects
selected as average for the grade in their schools. A comenn story for each
grade oss read by all eight populations. Each aleo read rsecond story cheep
for cultural relevance to the group. A major conclusion of the general study is
that there Is a common single reading process among all groups studied (Goodmen,
1978, Chapter 3). That point can not be developed here. We cite subjects
in this article for identification and to illustrate this process onity. At
ar(propriste times we illustrate cultura; and/or linguistic influences.

coded

25 miscues per child per story are considered cinleal.
study cited in this report.
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(Goodman,

the taaentialf, Of thde theory can be stated;

itrvolves tentative information proceasing. -.Readers interact with a
text. using the atrategie.s of tAirmpling,

to rr-nstruct meaning.
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These paver

Pr; a1c research reort9 since they summarire the

of oral reading misc-ue research which deal wIth the phenomenon,
toard level umin_sioa (Goodman b

;97k).

!ts a,15 tat,e

Ent that research is n.,tukal
--

stir lr that

deala vlrJ analyil i of uncontrolled behavior of subjects

as 16 i=nch variable% are uncontrolled (Gut,"

94).

In reading Dutton

hie is see naked r_© riad welly whole mtorles taken from trade
Nooks or basal reader

which they have not seen before t- -rid

area sc newhat

difficult for them.

the a

jecta are given no aseletance while they read.

They're told in advance they will be asked to retell when they are finished
reading.

Cuba (1978)

ch .nturalistic'research such as

ours differs from experimental:
1)

Philosophical base: Naturalistic research is concerned with
"describing and understanding phenomena ". - Eaperteental research
deals with "facto and their relationship to one anotte)tn.

2)

Inquiry paradigm:
Experimental research uses "laboratory control"
or statistical manipulation to estimate effects'of narrowly
controlled variables. The naturalistic inquirer is concerned with
interpreting impreselOns in as uncontrolled an observation of
phencmena as unstable, checking out impressions by "'triangulation",
testing one source against another until he is satisfied that his
interpretation is valid".

3)

'Purpose:

Experimental inquiry has 86 its purpose the "resting of
ideas in some empirically laborate4 form," Eaturaliatic inquiry
has the purpose of "the discovery of phenemenan. TO-teat relationships in phenomena the naturalistic Inquirer looks for "instances
in which the relationship can be observed rather than arranging
far it to happmunder controlled conditions" (p. 13). In put
report we cite such instances to support our conclusions.

Stance:
Experimental research is nreductionist," "Imposing constraints
on antecedent condition and/or on outputs" (p.13) seeking only that
informetion which relates to "preformulated questions and hypotheses".
Naturalistic research in "expansionist" and bolietic to Aesseibe
and undertan4 phenomene as wholes fn "ways that reflect their
complexity'.
c)

Eiamework/desigo:
Experimental 'research uses rigid designs fixed
is Advance and unalterable. Naturalistic research designs can
only leompletely be specified in advance. It is emergent, variable,
responsive "as new information is ,gained and new insights art
formed".
Style:

Experimental research uses an "Intervention style administering a treatment to subjects under controlled conditions.
Naturalistitresearch style is "selective". It selects frm the
uncoptrolled whole those aspects critical to the research purpose.
Phenomena may be rare, depending when ,the "right combination of
factors" occurs. But the naturalistic researcher waits for them
to happen.

8
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r.
s.

7)

reality is s
a
In experimentall re
Reality:
In naturalistic research t.eality is seen as being fC
changing, and complex.
Expett-ental.re4-archers view theoselve as71=e
naturalistic ppquirererccognizes that his
"value free."
own values are very much part of his enquiry and that he nee,..n
he cap," These eight, Cuba
to be explicit about
calls "coneeptuel,or theoretical differchce4." Pe offers six
others vhieh he calls operational or practical,

slue

structt)re

that as

Naturalistic

plprimental
a

nun-contrived envir

enviroorent

r

Context

CorsIdered interferingscreened out

totally relevant: must
present and studied

Conditions

control

rear work,

Treatment

Stable and invariant

tit

-COntifilIC41%

PSWfICC of
4

auto= :Tr, an
as po-:,Able

Scope

ctivlty judged
.abili - by
ob6ervers

Methock

dent

every-

objectivity judged by
"conffrmabtlity: agreement
among a'vAriety of information sources"

Mis<ue research has -.131 of the characteristics Cuba describes and for

that reason it car
reported.

reported the vay expr_rimenca1 research is

It producer data. in (rent quantitIes, which can be manipulated

statistica 1(C,Aadman b Goodman,
of ti

usefti ly

rota and its analysis i6 repotted in :47 600 page report
197R).

Eur analyst- of that data is not the es- =once

srasearc,h: ft only 5uggeSt Ow phenomena an4 the patterns of their

3

The principle study we discuss here had d-the following dtmensiOns: '8 popustories of 6-14 pages each. 'We ttus
lations n 3 grades r 4 subjects x
analyzed 96 different readers and 192 complete story readings. The total
number of miscues analyzed was 10,690. We made 1,8 coding decisions_per miscue
an a total of 192,420 bits of information_wmre produced. 'The entire miscue
analysis taxonomy has been reported elsewhere [Goodman, 4k).
9
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The essence of the research is delineation of the process as

relationship.

it is revealed through convergence of all the information the study reveals.
To report findings meaningfelly we must go back to the original

and

illAtrate the phenomena in process so that all necessary conditions will be
present and properly valued.

This we have dore in this article.

on word omissions in the context in which

studied

'hem:

We focus

real readers of

wht -e texts.

riirausq. of the volume of the data, traditionnl statistical tests of

significance are meaningless.

If four subjects in a grad.. read a story and

produce 200 miscues and miscue analysis results in 4,000 bits of informati,,n,

4

0

that's a lot of degrees of fric-dom.

But it's still four subjects who do not

constitute a .sample of a larger population, but rather four related case
studies,

Our report follows this design:

I. :Discussion In considerable detail of the omission patterns -- in
context -- of a single reader we'll call Lucy.
typical,

She IP not.

We have not selected her as

S.1-1-. was selected because she shows richly and in full

variety, the omission phenomenon.

Her reading concentrates what is found

more widely scattered !n-other readings:

At' various later points we refor

back to Lucv.

We then summarize four key points about omissions which she has
-.

emonstreted and supply additional examples to support OUT conclusions.
,

3.

.

Next we develop a major theoretical,concldsi,om arready introduied:

omissions may be divided according to whether they axe deliberate or nonh

deliberate.

'

*

We support this with further examplqa from Lucy and other subjects,
A
10-

developing es we do so the relationship to the umierlying psycholinguistic theory.

4.

The folio- *.ng section compares the omission phenomhon to a related one,

Here oomparatiVe data is useful and

'subst:tutiop of non - words fort real words.

is provided to indicate trends among readers and relative distributiOn of the
two phenomena.

But the data only tells part of the story so,we go back to

our'Protocolsgito illustrate the conditions in which both phenomena can be
observed.

5.

A short section explores the omission phenomenon among highly proficient

reatiers to further develqp and support the concepts we are building.

6.

Then we preseut-a categorization of the types and cause of nondeliberate

omissions.

This, of course, it' a detailed taxonomy supplemental to the

general miscue analysis taxonomy.

In every case we provide examples to

illustrate and support each category and argument.

7.

In the next section we deal with the differential effect of omissions on

the reader's effectiveness.

We draw again on a single reader, Walter, who

shows in a concentrated way what other readers else show.

8.

A disssion of how the unders

of omissions is helped by looking

at.the readers' retellings follows.

9.

10.

We, then, sumparize what we have learned.

'6 suggest, drawing on the study and our own professional values, what

we be ieve our reconceptualization means for reading instruction,

1.0

The Omissicn Phenomena as Revealed by One Reader

To begin we will examine the omissions of'one reader, develop, a basic

14

frameword-for a theory of omissions and...continue throughout the report to

'refer to the omissions of other readers to build validity for the proposed

thew.

This is necessary procedure in reporting naturalistic research.

We will examine a fourth grade bilingual Navajo girl (who we've introduced

We've

as Lucy) reading a full story, "Freddie Miller, Scientist" (Story 514).
selected Lucy because she rather dramatically illustrates a number of key
aspects of word omissions.

Her word omissions are 30,8% of her miscues on

this story (since her Miscues per hundred words (MPHW) is 9.35 than means
she had 2.9 omissions per hundred words).

Her omission rate compares to an

average of 10.4% omissions among :32 readers of this story.

Even more inter-

esting, Lucy herself only had 5.8% omission miscues on another story she
read for the same study.

Lucy, like all readers, has thesealternatives open -3 her at each problem
point whenAshe reads orally.
real English words.

(1) She can produce only words she knows are

That's a little more of a problem for bilingual readers

since they may lack confidence in their English_ vocabularies.

produce non-woreapproximations.

(3) She can omit.

(4) She can wait for

someone, usually the teacher, to tell her the next word.
safest thing to do.

(2) She can

That's perhaps the

In this case, however, our research procedure requires
o'

the researcher to give no help.

We tell subjectsbeforehand they will'be on

their own to do the best they can, and, if they wish, to guess or go evii.

So Lucy eventually must choose one of the other options.
those we can observe her making.
consider why she choose

Tbeselc&Pifts are

After we look at what she doei we can

the alternative she doe4 and how that relates to

the rpdlog process and her use of it in this'reid nI.

4Inrtiiis paper S-will be used as Art abbreviation for Story(e.g. S51).

numbers and names are listed in the Appendix.
12
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Story

Here are the opening lines of the typescript:
(rt-reakaY

4evAbL

Poor Freddie was ire trouble again.

0101

He had be"5
CO Eli la

CIpervektein5

0102

0103

`experimenting with his6;misti3)set, and Elizabeth's doll

had turned green.

hem-IAN-eke
His little sister was heartbroken, Freedie's mother was

0104

exclaim

reeked
0105

"You've wrecked that doll! she exclaimed.

angry.

"What

0106

4e)tCrterM4
experiment was it this time?"

She pauses after been (line 0101) for Lhirty seconds.

The following

conversation occurs between Lucy and'the researcher:
Are you thinking uhal. that is?

Researcher:
Subject:

Yes.

R:

OK, say what you're thinking out loud, OK?

S:

Yes.

R:

(lo ahead.

a

Sexpermeeting.

Then she reads through his (line 0102) and pauses again for twenty-

eight.sconds.
(25 second pause)

Say what you're thinking out loud.

AR:

Do you want to

start' again?

Yes.

5:

5

We use a marking system de-eloped for miscue analy is:

--0011:23

A
lb

father - reversal

- omission

Sexcreement - non word

- insertion

glite
Elizabeth's doll - self-correction

*Zia:

regression

again -,substitution
13
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R:

OK.

Why don't you start again?

Lucy rereads, repeating_hr prior miscue trouble, but also shifting
4

to anger for again.

She repeats her-non-word fore*perimentia..

A ten

second pause comes again after his (0102).
R:

Are you thinking something?

S:

Yes.

R:

Say what you're thinkiilg.

(25 second pause)

You want to leave that

out and go on?
S:

Yes.

R:

Yotr can do that, too, -if yGu want to.

Lucy continues to Elizabeth's (0102), pauses thirteen seconds, produces.
Elila--, and immediately self- corrects.

She continues then with only a four

Her

r_cond pause before her heartbroke/ heart broken substitution (0104):

next short pause, only a few seconds, is accompanied by a repetition of you've
before reeked (0105).
(0105).
R:

A twenty second pause precedes exclaim for exclaimed

The pause after what is twenty five seconds-(0106):

If ydu really can't_guessanyening, you can leave it out an go on, but
try to guess first and then if you can't, then you can go on if you
want to.

Another five second pause precedes her omission of queer (0100.
After that, she shows the following pattern on lines 0201-0218.

An

eight second pause before correctly produlCing washing, six seconds before

getting mixture right; Sixteen seconds before omitting chemicals.

After

thirty-seven seconds pause before August, the researcher says "go ahead,"
but she says Uncle Augets, repeating the prior word.

She pauses thirty

seconds before Switzerland and the researcher says "Say what you're thinking."
She produces $Switzland.

Again after'a thirty second pause and a "say what
14

.

1-7

itk

you're *inking," she produces $comproning for comparing

Fifteen seconds

pause preceeds correct production of usually.

There av-e a few short pauses until she comes to chemicals.

has etwenty-five second pause.

Again she

The researcher says 'Say what you're thinking;"

she pauses forty seconds more; researcher says "Want to go ahead?" She says
"Yes," and omits.

The next omission, allowance, follows a twenty-five second pause.

Again

she awaits permission to go on after the researcher stgge'ts first saying
what she thinks.

The scene is repeated three lines later with -scientist's, but this time
the researcher says "You can moire on if you want and go on without me telling
you any time you want to.

OK?"

She responds as usual, 'Yes."

After that,

in the next twenty -two lines, shE shows these pause patterns and omissions

with no further researcher encouragement (lines 0218-0311):
Omissions by Lucy NA512

(Navajo subject number 512)

,pause

duration
10 seconds
19

"

40

"

31

"

.22

"
"

15
5

.

6

4

6

"
I,

9
20.
15,
6

'1

5

6

"

omission
disappointments
allowance
chemistry
scientist
strange
unknown
chemicals
explode
accident
interesting
husband
Maximillian
chemicals
Maximilian
chemist

subsesiTnt erLLfc:)rriancf_
only instance of word
omits twice in story; on line 0805 (3rd
occurrence) says al-lowance.
says Stchemister later
omits here and above, but then says $sciency
substitutes strong later
only instance of word
omits 4 times in the story
only instance of word
substitutes attempting later
only instance of word
only instance of word
see below
see above
omits these 2 times, then says $Mixmiller
only instance of word, but in line 0314 says
$tchemister for chemistry

In this same section, she reads queer correctly after an eight second

15

Is

to deliberate and develop their own strategies.

Monroe's 15 seconds (1932,

p. 31) before giving the word is traditionally a :ery long wait time.

Most

teachers would wait approximately 3-5 seconds and then help the reader.
Children soon learn this and make full use of it in order to not risk
making mistakes.
Per *omission patterns are not evidence that she doesn't know words in

some total sense or couldn't sound them out.
when she doesn't know.

What it shows is that shb knows

That could be true of any reader.

The only thing

that this pattern shows specifically rtlated to-her Culture is her conformity
and reluctance to choose her own strategies.

The pattern does, of course,

also demonstrate the difference between performance and cotpetence as we
N

define them.

What she overtly does at any point is not what she is capable

of doing (competence), but what she chooses to do in partLcular circumstances
(performance):

2.0

The Basis for Building a Theory of Omissions
Lucy's pause patterns-, her responses to_the-researcher, and her remark-,

albe shifts, first to mort_frequent omission and then to virtually no omission,'
illustrates eeverql important insights:
1:

Omissions can be deliierate..

of internal deliberation.

That is, they zan come as the result

We will illustrate later that they ale

not always deliberate..\
2.

When a reader deliberately chooses to orit, that's a choice between
the alternatives we've mentioned above.

Lucy demonstrates by her

performance in the latter part of this reading that she could have
prosluced some representation in her oral reading -- Either real words
or non-words

had she chosen to do so.

17
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She demonstrates also that

she does not need the promptinI she seems to'expect.
3.

That means that the iisue in omission is not all or nothing.

Lucy

But her mind is not devoid of response.

knows she doesn't know.

She has the Syntactic and semantic context to use.in predicting
the text;"she has the graphic features,, shapes and patterns to

use;-she has her knowledge of language and the world to draw on
is building schema'and constructing meaning.

That's why she's not

sui-prised' when the researcher says, "Say what you're thinking."
4.

Beading involves taking risks.
meaning.

The objective is always to get to

That involves surmounting difficulties with syntax,

concepts, phrasing, lexicon.

Sometimes, though, instruction teaches

the developing reader that accurate word identification is a

necessary prerequisite or corequiste to comprehension.

Deliberate

omission sometimes shows a reader's preference for avoiding the risk

of trying when the reader4acks confidence in the result.

In other

Instances a reader may deliberately use omission as spositive
strategy, expecting later contexts to clarify the problem.
Child Talking_ to Himself

Here's an example from a second grader:
n-

She began to

0407

iff at it.

k

Oh. . . '
Z. *AIN .. fill .5IC
I. 'PIRO

.

She sniffed at its

.

"l&

3.4 Now -there's oncriller one .
kurap4 the

sides and its

0408

...--41iL.,

ti:

4

camera with her white fur paw.

-The wortiS *furl' (6" 161666

3 **net,

.

This readers announces deliberate omissions.
later success (thumped).

/y, 5Oh Set *hit *bit%
-hat's 'fur' rIAITV *here,
.

OVVIDIAII)

In one ease heipredicts

In.another he ,--le,brates his ultimate strategy:

he had omitted fur three-times before getting it right in this line.
41. 1 inakaittS

c1

Vol lens'- pause

3.0 Deliberate and Non-deliberate Word Omissions
Lucy's reading of the story we discussed above' illustrates a phenomenon
18

40

Rut many

of the reader deLiberatelyjchoosing to omit words in oral re.iding.

of the word omissions we observe through miscue Analysis seem to be not
p

deliberate at all.

Ratner they are incidental to the reading.

Here are the sentences in which Lucy's miscues accurred in the latter
No pauses preceded any of them:

two thirds of the story (story 51).

Line
been a terrible goody-goody.

0325

Uncle Oscar must

0426

He looked at the butte

0514

"In the hall closet!" came Elizabeth's tearful

said

Vie' Eliza&siva
0516

but he couldn't open

4'

411,

0517

.the closet door,

And here are the only omissions she shows in the second story (story 83):

rtisivig ? tots

cry

0505

the lamb that was littlest lost its mother and cried

0703

He had lea

T

with

o tie it well, and he bad learned to throw it without
,

were2the

0701

missing over the round gray rccks

0802

He was thinking about I first time.

1502

His father was standing behin'

His father .

canyon.

.

While it's never possible to know for certain (unless the reader overtly
says so) whether an omission is deliberate or not, these examples show
- several clear differences from the pattern cited above.

The patteins of

extended pauses are not present in non-deliberate omissions.
ti

Often such omissions involve words lead correctly wijhout hesitation-

19
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at other places in the text.

The -eader's intonation usually shows no ci-gn

of a disrupted pattern Inappropriate to the-syntax of the rext being read.
Her omission of have in line 0':25 (S51) may reflect that Fnglish in
her second language..

involved in omitting that in line

That_may be what

0802, S83.

Thkmission of that and in in line 704, S83, show atdifferent pattern
She corrects in but not

complicated by the substitution of where for were.
her substitution or the-omission of that.

She seems to have lost the gram-

matica! structurvor anticipated another.

That's 'more clearly illustrated

in line 1502 where she omifs him as well as the aectence end, co timing
into the next noun'phiase Which becomes the new object for the preposition
beLind.

But she appears to realize that doesn't make sense so she regresses
a'

and corrects.

Her intonation makes very, clear her original syntactic prediction

and her corrected one.
a

Only in her omissions of reply, either, and "Tali-a-a" does it seem possible
her omfssions,are deliberate, and in the case of "mean -a" and either the

sentences are sensible withou

them.

Clearly there are important differences between deliberate and nondeliberate word omissions., This phenomenon has been noticed before in the
professional literature, but usually non-deliberate omissions were considered
careless oversights.

Monroe (1932) in her studies orchildren's oral reading

errors in the 1930's noticed that "many feet, fluent readers omit words which
do not contribute greatly to content" (p. 83), but her advice to teachers
focussed on getting readers to avoid omissions.

Monroe (1932) and Madden

and Pratt (1%11 labeled some of our deliberate-omissions-as "refusalaor wor4s aided" which were defined as words "which the child refused to
attempt or over which he heattate6 so long '(for fifteen, seconds in our pro-_

cedure in giving Fray's Oral Reading Paragraphs) that the word was pronounse4
20
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1

1932, p, 37).

for film"

We'll argue here that emission', liv.4 all miscues, reflect the reading
process and are oftci

Scators of the readers' strengths in use of that

process.

WO `refer to another reader for validation -' our argument.
A second grade 14:vajo bilingual.

Virginia is

Her omissions on two stories are 23.4%

and 20.77.
;or

Her omissions shov.a pattern:

568 (Henry's Choice
Lines C
1

0503

animmIS
animal

nry

1201

e

Duck

0308

hat is a

e'

030P

100 5

hOrne

S26
0101

.

house.

new
02.01

0305

It

isQmy

hat box.

A

on she went
ttit

0801

-- .Henry

got a'shoe box and made holes
(1,,a

0802

n the 1140
ovit'eft. OrOSOleb

OB03

wrote piagon House on the box.

0901

Next, Henry got a jar and madi4noles

0902

and
in the lid°

s.

t some hugs and put'them ir. a jar.
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Ur de

2nd Gtade Vs

Standard Story
:roues

VS

iv Word Level

Percent of

..
,

Culturally

Colturahly
Relevant Story

tdndat...! Story

-1,'

6th Grade Vs
.

Reit:wilt Story

N-W

Standard Story
N-W

OM

Culturally
Relevant Story
OM

NrW

OM

N-W

OM

N-W

13.0

7 0

9.9

7.1

72

25.0

5.6

18,9

11.0

15.0

7.8

11.3

5.9

11.6

7.9

13.6

17.6

10 ;9

8.2

9.8

11.3

.6.9

11.0

12.2

6.5

10.8

7.6

10.4

21.3

8..3

13.6

10:%

13.2

8.4

13.5

0:4

2nd
Language
Fteans

16.0.

Dialect

tans
Grand
ltedos

Grand mean for omissions on standard stories

11.01

Grand mean for omissions on culturally relevant stogies

24

4

Overall grand mean f:,r omissions =,

10.1%

9.22

The consistent pattern involves omissions of relatively familior words
which are either corrected or part pf syntactic and semantic transformations.
These are not deliberate omissions of "difficult" words.- This young NaVajo
reader is seeking meaning anu not simply naming words.
Her selective, non-deliberate omissions and the patterns of correction
reveal a considerable control over Engrish.

She is in no sense a careless

reader.

Non-words vs. OmissiOns-

4.0

If readers are:prOducing deOpberate omissions, we argued above that
s.

.

.

they are choosing among alternatives.

The patterns of. relationship between
.0"

omission and non-word sastirutioas in our miscueiresearch illustrate this.
.

As Table 2 shows, while omission percents exceed non-word percents

among second graders, fourth graders and sixth gradeis show higher rate.;
of-nose-words.

Second graders seep more reluctant to produce non-words.

One could argue that they omit more wordg because of low Word recognition.
We see, rather, a pattern of young readers preferring to omit rather than
"sounding out".non-words, since the lattey is a possible alternative.
Anwar, an Arabic-English bilingual second grader, has 2606X omissions
on S44, but only 2.62 on S68, the culturally relevant story his group read.

In S44,the words he omitted:

answered*,changed, camera*, clear,

corner, excited*, exclaimed*, marionette*, suddenly*, thumped", upstairs,
vine, vines*.

Starred items are words which occurred more than once in the

text where some substitution, either non-word or real word, occurred at
least once^

Tt!S illustrates that this 'second grader is using omitting as

a strategy for avoid.ng risk-taking.- Hecan,-and does in some instances,
rake an attempt at.the word, but he often chooses not to do when he thinks
be wrong.

22
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It would be easy to say that the reason for his use of this strategy
on S44 rather than S68 is simply due to more dilficult vocabulary in tht
But Aiwa,. shows thesel.mrscue examples in S68 with the word dragon:
apairaR34 agft

former.

2- arts,
t drasoa

0703

3. $ eiriAsitabn

ave.5

It's a dragon.

474V1___IA dragon!
4 ctsw,sois

dragon '(coegt)
44

0705

0706

Pet stores don't have dragons

atir5Winb

0708

baby dragons to give away

Correct_exa,m0 es againaccui_in_lines 0803, _0805,0806, 0904,-0905-, -0906,
1005, 1006, 1302, 1403,-140-, 1406, 1501, 1505,-1507.,

He abandons his

correct attempt on line 0703 and tries a series of sounding out sorties,
gets it right again en, line 0705, then shifts to non word attempts in two

more instances, and then settles finally on dragon.

He seems to have

mistrusted himself, but not enough to omit.
In-retelling, Anwar talks interchangeably about dragons and lizards.
(In fact, the dragon was a hr -ed lizard.)
Here are -oome other examples of his sounding dutistrategy in S68, where
he; prefers it to omission:ER

0705

(Expected
Response)
might

OR
(Observed
Response)
1.
-ther
4.

maytcoth

1.

mays ther

3.

mayteuth

3.

wrote

cR03

wrote

1,

word

2.

wrote

1002

grandpa's

1.

?Ardor

2..

Sear

3.

grandnb's

1102

grandpa

grant

2.

grant

3.

granda

2.

grandpa

.

4.

1502

grandpa

grandpa

1. grandpath

a prior study,

.

here we looked at readers of lew,.averice--="tlgh
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A

proficiency in grades 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, we fdlund an interesting pattern
among low proficiency readers:

Table 3
Pe cent(of Omissions and Non-Words
by Low-Readers

Grade
',

2L

4L

6L

Omissions

20.5%

16.5%

10.6%

on-Worda

2.42

4.3%

[

10L

8L

0

10.7%

7.9%

9.8%

-2:5%

;4

4

This pattern of decreasing emission percents and rising percents of non-words
WAS

not evident among average and -high proficiency readers in that study.

It

non-word rather than

shows a greater willingness to settle for producing

omitting.- These Older low proficiency readers may have learned "word attack
Skills"-but they have also learned to produce and accept a loyof nonsense

-1
in their oral reading.

5.0

Omissions of Highly Proficient Readers
While older low proficiency readers are increasingly producing non-word

subati utions and decreasing deliberate omissions, more proficient readers

are openin more confidently and taking more risks.
In our 1973 study the High groups in grades 2, 4, 8, and 10 show over 20%
word omissions.

These percentages reflect larger proportions of less frequent
ti

miscues than less proficient readers, with word substitutions declining.- Bothl
-eigh-h and tenth grade high proficiency readers have higher rates 16f omissions

on the easier of the two stories they read, 22% compared to 17.6% for eight
.110

graders; 21% compared to 16% for tenth graders.

These differences demonstrate

that it is nonIdeliberate omissions which are the great bulk of the omissions
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of theit high proficiency readers.
These findings would tend to be supported by the evidepoe_supplied by
Monroe (1932) who fouid that her "reading-defect cases" greatly exceeded-4-,
control group from the same grade in-numbers of errors in most error carev
gories, but the two categories with the least amount of difference were the
"omissions of words" and "refusals and words aided" (1932, p. 56).

Although

this evidence appears at first to be .6ontradictory,it inalcates a trend that
reveals that more proficient readers tehd to make more omissietis than one

would expect, many of which would be nondeliberate.

Swanson (1937) found

-

that the rate of omissions between good and poor silent readers (when
reading orally) were essentially the same, but it'is Critical to point out
that his category of omissions included letter omissions and syllable omissions (substitutions or non-words in miscue analysis) fib well as thelomission

of whole wo ds (only 332 of total.omissions).

However, Swanson did note that

the poor re1dens corrected only 10%-of their omissions cbmpared to 20%

Correction by the good readers (p, 49).

It is interesting in light of what has been said, to note that earlier
researchers observed that omitted words were not usually difficult words..
Swanson (1937, p. 49) and Eairbanka (1937, p. 95) noted -tLar they. ere

invariably "easy" or "common" and Madden and Pratt ,(1941, p: 124) Jound
that articles and prepositions were the most frequently omitted-parts of
speech.

It is particularly interesting to note that in spite of this evi-

dence many reading professionals have continued to adhere tb the view that
omissions occur because'the child does not know the word.

We continue now touze.the method of "triangulation ", testing one sburse
$

against another, to see if there is further evidence for what is being said.
Here are the omissions of one eighth grade high proficiency reader in

25
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-:-'

our studies on Story 60 (Poison):
lines
It must, have been around midnight when,I drove

0102'

approached the gates

home(an)as

I

lio

.

five steps to the balcony,

0208

I parked the car and went up

0227

"Stop.. Wait a moment, Timber." 6).

°V28

could hardly hear -what he was say.ng.

0233

,...don't ,make, a noise.

Take_youi

tortiant3

0234

shoes off before

come nearer.

0312

F couldn't undgrstand about taking

0330

It4looked like a bae/2)ofimalaria

the shoes

A

Here we see the reader absorbed in the text and producing word omissions
which almost look like the pork of an editor.

They tend to involve optional

r
Some involve shifts to alternate phrasing

elements as in lines 102, and 208.
...

as in 227 and 234.
>

Others involve reader predictions that take a different
,

,

direction than the text as in 312 (non-corrected) and 330'(corrcted).
-7

latter shows the reader omitting 12 whervit's used as a nounin a British
7
idiom bit then recovering and correcting.
Even-when'the going gets rough this reader is producing omissions but
not deliberate ones.

Here's her reeding of a portion of an essay (S61):

4

242

But o ce we have begun drain-

.

MonoccAns
novo
novacaine

.

po pu

of our politi-

243

ing

244

elennoCrith
14+Ion
ciabs and. technocrats, installed

245

ialph Nader as tsar

of

J

246' General Motors and T
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(-

247

Smothers as the teed of CBS, we

248

will

ve ;:)start

looking inward

She omits no difficult words, producing either real words or non-word
near misses.

*.

She corrects an omission only once here where she's perhaps pre-

dieted "we will start" and become aware.thst the text is at odds. with her
40-e'
prediction. She goes back all the way to, the beginning of the clause to correct.
Her non-words do disrupt leaning though like many confident readers
she may reason (1) that she has some sense from the context of their meaning,

and (2) that they may notbe of much importance to the text and if they are
°so important they're_likely to reoccur.

Her preoccupation with getting

overall meaning from h difficult text may contribute to her omission of
deletable elements.
problem spots.

6.0

Her attention is on meaning in what she pees as

It would be inefficient to attend to predictalue aspects.

Non-deliberate Omissions:

Types and Causes

Earlier we argued that one type of omission is deliberate.

We classi-

fled all others as non-deliberate and suggested some ways of detecting
which ones are not delibera te.

"Fon-deliberate" 'Only indicates, however, what such miscues are

sot.

But non-deliberate miscues include a wide range erdifferent phenomena.What they have in common is that they are incidental to the reading process.

The reader is interacting with a text end, inoral reading, producing an
oral representation of the reade's variation oh the text.

That observable

oral representatiOn, in miscue analysis, is compared with an expected

rewrite to the text (not the text itself since that is in written form).
Words or word sequences may be present in the expected response, but not in
the.obsepved response.

These appear, to be omissions and it is only in that
27
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But what they represent is

apparent sense that we classify them as such.

Like all miscues they provide

the on-going result of an on-going process.

dramatic insight into what the reader is' doing that produces these results.
But, that means we must not stop our analysis at a superficial level.

4

We can demconstrate this phenomenon by categorizing some of the omissions

subjects in our studies have produced in terms of the common syntactic and
semantic text features and, effects on _the text they involve.

__It is not_possitae_to support these categories by simply producing,
tables of statistics.

Because we are interested in the whole picture, we

will continue to illustrate by citing examples as they'occur in the
naturalistic setting.

6.1

Omissions Incidental to Complex Miscues

are simultaneous omissions and insertions.

All substitutions in reading
When a substitution is on a

word level, that is one word for another, that's a relatively simple
phenomenon to deal with.

But readers often process in such a way that

there is no simple word for word substitution or matching number of words
in ER (expected response) and OR (observed response).
Consider these examples:

CR

before coming nearer

ER

before you come nearer

OR

Orice, however, he forgot himself and looked at the butter
saying...

ER

Mice, however, he forgot himself; he looked at the butter
and said...

Both

these examples involve shifts from one syntactic structure to

In the first, ti is omitted; in

another with no change in the meaning.
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the second, and is omitted.

But neither belongs in the transformed structure;

in fact, many syntactic structures require omission of deep structure
elements.

What looks like, a substitution of and for be is really-a trans-

formation of one kind of conjoining of clauses to another.

The original

text used a semi-colon to,indicate close relationship of two independent «

clauses. ,The reader uses and to link these clauses which makes possible
deletion of the prvaoun subject he from the second clause since it ij
in the first clabbe.

already p
The

are three clauses in this example:

ER He forgot himself; he looked at the butter and (be) said...
OR He forgot himself and (he) looked at the butter saying...

Ou
of misc

subjecti at all grade levels produced many variation of this type
"Which often appeared to include omissions.
re's air example from a rural Biack sixth grader:
of us

Soeeachet

on one Side...

This exampleof language in use demonstrates, the proficiency'of the
reader as he moves to meaning, but in the earlier oral reading literature
'already cited this sentence would have been classified as containing three
errors (one omission and two insertions -- all bad), thus grossly penalizing
the reader.

6.2 Omission of Optional Elements.

A related phenomena, also quite common,

involves deletion of words which represent elements that are optional either
syntactically or semantically, or both.

They are optional in the sense

that the author also could have chosen to leaveAthem out With no'effect on
the text effectiveness.

Optional Determiners (noun markers)
40

29

33

Ii
we have begun draining
to dig in

novacaine...

sand...

Optional clause makers:
ti

he thought

a scientist's life...

..

Verb particles:
s

Andre cried (D

"Suzanne

,

I came to see...
sycamores

leaned0)over the water._

Intensifiers:

He likedM being with the boy

Omissions in reduced; structures:

Cry all you want()
a

Conjunctions:

And not only that

you may be a real valuable gold mine.

Time related prepositions:

We talked

while

they came an Saturday

Verb markers in parallel clauses:
Rhry had straightened up again an

pulled the weenies as far

as they would go.

Semantically redundant elements:
Under the

apple tree (prior text establishes tree is old)

The next day at noon, as

classes let out
4
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Or,

AO

about it

...to ten Grandfather

We're supposed to learn a certain number of definitions for
each week.

English

6.3 missions of Unpredictable Elements Often miscues reflect the
These structures will

reader's surprise at unpredictable structures.

often cause several readers to omit the-same elements.

It is not so much

that they are difficult as that they are unexpected that causes the
problem.
..mixing the strange d.
and the unknown.

Reader 2

I want you to save half your allowance for

Reader 1

Itwant

week

-

o save haltiyour.allowance

...the school bell was_

for(Deach week

,

In this sequence, most of the readers omit the:

"I'm a very busy man," he -said, hanging up

wa telephones'

.

into which he'd been talking..
'It's veryunusual in English to use both a determiner (the) and a

Furthermore, the usually is used with a noun

quantifier (two) together.
already mentioned.

But this is the first reference to telephones.

That's

because the author has reversed clauses in combining them.
Be was talking into two telephones.

hones,

Be hung up the

Readers frequently miscue on into here, too, because of the clumsy
"into which" clause the author used to avoid ending with a preposition.
V

6.4

Dialect and First Islume Influenced Omissions.
31
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We've already pointed

to omissions that represent, dialect shifts on the part of our subjects.

Here are some examples
...stop by and

HoiJyou

see

Freddie told

(Appalachian)

(Pidgin)
(Spanish)

just

You

can get some...

know it was me?

youC)careful

If

01

he had fixed Spanish)`:

These omissions show the influence, of the reader's language on their
omissions.

4
6.5

Omission Miscues InvolvimDialogue Many omissions imolve the complex

structures surrounding dialogue -and the dialogue's carriers (the he said's).

The reader's attention must shift in written dialogue.

Dialogue carriers

also haVe a peculiar syntax.
In this example the direct quote is gone and so is the need for said:
so she said e.on't worry? Andr4)...

:his Nkvajo second grader 'does Several reversals of the pattern of

the dialogue carrier sometimes including omissions:
"Do you want a bird?"

ether asked.

"Why are you taking that ? "'

6.6

Words in Compounds

fathe

asked.

Some miscues involve omitting one word in a

compound:

Have you asked the

police&

. a t the @shore
.

She
and

an

o the house
32
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examples we are citing above, that

It may appear, from many of

't effect meaning'.

we're arguing that non-deliberate omissions

a surprising number, in fact, don",t interfere with

Though

rehension, many ho

occur 14 situations in which meaning is partially or who lx changed or
What we are arguing-is that.the omissions are integral to the

lost.

quest for meaning.

reader'

As such, when meaning is disrupted, they are

as likely to result from a loss4af_comprehension'as to cause it.

6.7

Omissions Involved in Predictionof Other Structures. Often omissions

show that the reader has id mind'a Structure that is not the one the writer

j

has used:

e.

(Rlie*putOoff

again

come over right away."

"Mr. Barnaby will see yo

open

the gatelp the fence was open.

When' they dial, they saw

'Aube
An tone stood under the hole

fenCe.

.4

7.1

How Omissions Effect the Reading 'Process
t-

.

Below are examples of a Hawaiian Pidgin fourth gradef, Walter, who
produced about 35% omissioma of all kinds.

He illustratee the many ways

thAt 'omissions can be involved in the reading process.

Omissions of Other

HP4 subjects range from 0-13.2% on either story.
Thli high proportion of omissions is even more interesting, considering

that Pater has the lowest residual MPHW

on both stories.

(Residual miscues

are those' which are neither semantically acceptable' nor corrected.)

Sometimes his omissions appear to be deliberate strategy.
three times Ahele occurs in S69 it is omitted:
"With my other aori,

6

he shall one day rule..

Miscues per hundred words

33
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The first

0

I wa0..., (lie 0808, 0809)

Itloa...said
"Co

your brother wants... (line Q901, 062)

with

After that $Ahili is substituted for Abele whenever-it occurs.
A related atrategy,is omission of unusual, but dispensable words,

mostly adjectives and adverbs
ridesthe holu

The spear...stuck

(1

A

...tha

,

he saw the

face...
(line 0311),

s c6 23, 0624)

Mel
nes

course
11, 1112)

4

a handsome

;lucked at hi

nes 0612, 0613)

Van
nes 0303, 03044

and members of the royal family...(11nes 0520,0521)

Guards,

0

But there are omission miscues which cannot be deliberate but reflect
the reader's preoccupation with meaning rather than words:

next morning

Either would say... (S51, line 0318)

to use... (S51, line 0603)

...the small battery he had

...he couldn't open the

door... (S51, lines 0516, 0517)

one main road (S69, line 0113)

the sparkling

blue(Dgreen

..sped down the

':..touched the ground

of the ocean (S69, line 1201, 1202)

TS69, line 1222)

on the smooth grass... (S69, lines 1431,
1432)

...he put

his hand...(s69, lines'1516, 1517)

'38

the king put Ela arms around their shoulders...
(S69, lines 0813, 0814:
0815)

Standing between

here are times when word omissions either reflect or cause loss of
meaning.- Walter seems to have trouble with some clause dependencies, par.

'ticularly those with as as clause- markers:

(;(
Bu

they are
S69, line 0533)

.even

he reached...
(S69, line 020-3)

he was,
if

.4@he

lose

e picked

ran wildlyi..
------(S69; line 0216)
_

S69, lines 0104', 0105)
Each

ach sled was... <S69, lines 1502,

It was repeated again and again

1503)

reddie ran up Efrca the cellar... (S51, line 0511)
Mss
reddie cleaned out the refrigeratomohis mother kept saying...
(S5T, lines 0307', 0308)

In all these examples, corrections or adjustments preserve wearing, but
nat all of Walter's omission miscues cause no loss of meaning:
t the dignified face... (S69, lines 0310, 0311)

One

cryin
carrying drums.

(S69, lines 0716, 0717)

a queer Qmell.

...that-was dark and cloudy, and

(S51, lir}es

0226, 0227)

after the cu

his

ow

ce (S51,

0219)

If this pattern of Walter's omissions has a relationship to Pidgin it
may be in the difference in clause structure reflected in theas clauses
above.

But the rest of his omissions seem to reflect strategies for getting

to meaning and coping with unfamiliar terms.

As-might be expected, he produces only five non-words in bsth stories
combined.

That compares with 17-34X on S51 for his peers and 9.8-20.42

35

on S69.

-

8.1 014ssions and Retellings ..

Those %to have used the tapes frail the Reading Miscue Inventory kit (1972),
Will recalil- John, who never readh the word oxygen in the story- Space Pit
-....

,

sallying

-

l3/
the retelling "he didn't Nave enough oxygen -- _oxygen, ,that's that

Nord I - couldn't get."

Alicia, a Spanish-English bilingual sixth grader, shows deliberate
omission of some words that look hard. flere's a sequence with examples
from S53:
0201

0202

So education it was!

hilosophical!" I yelled.

out a word that sounded good.
cal

he dictionary and picked

I ope:

tnto

0203

Might as -sell

L264

showing calmness

0105

I mean I really yelled it. I guess a fellow has to work off

firsts

word

in the face of ill fortune."

etr eart

Stream

stem once in a whne.

She ,uses this- strategy )ess as the story progresses, though she omits

.

philosophical all of the seven times it occurs

Still she is able to deal

with the principal concept involved in the retelling --.the unusualness of
a baby saying big cards (such as philosophical):
lie- put hiq finger at Andrew ar.id told him to say dam, he didn't say
des , he said another word and then he was surprised I guess and went and

sat down with his legs open and his hands pointing at Andrew's big -brother."
The researcher asks her "%ere there any other words that gave you trouble?

40

had trouble with (Ms one
all three time

pointing io'educetion, which, she omitted

it occurred)._

0
R:

Whst is it?

S:

I said it, oh how'd it go (pause) ed-, edu-, $editjuct -,'I mear..

sSedujution - something...
R:

What does it mean?

S:

With school, something with school.

a

Tiro points are demonstrated here.

Her-intentional omissions do not

mean she has no idea what the word would sound.like.
she has no idea of the meaning.

Neither do they mean

This type of omission is a strategy for

widing risk-taking when she's afraid she'll be wrong.
Though our s},-,Fjects don't always oblige us hy.using words in their

retellings they've omitted in reading or by discussing their omissions,
still we get insights from retellings to suppdrt our conclusions r--a: the
reading.

Furthermore, readers' retellings do show that story co....ehension

is rarely effected by omission of some key word.

Rarely is a single word

crucial to comprehension of a story in and case.

Nei,-- omission nor non-word sUbititution can be assumed to leave the
easier-

----txamplc:

no sense of

caning.

Here -are two eximples from retellings:

Excerpt from an Arab sixth grader Letelling Fereedah's Carat:

Where did she weave the carpe'?
S:

!n the $grelo.

R:

Can you describe it to me?

5:

Well, it's like a tent.

Exauple:

I forgot the name of it.

Excerpt from an Appalachian sixth grader retelling Hy Brother
A Genius

'37
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S:

Well, he said that big old, long word -- Ph-p- (pause).

I couldn't

pronounce that.
Example:

Excerpt from Rural Black sixth grader retelling ITBrother Is A

Genius
S:

...Andrew started sayin' some words like "Super" -- I, can't sa' that

Anyway, he started sayin' some words...

word.

9.1

So What Should 14? Make of Omissions?

We've demonstrated, or rather the readers in our studies have demonstrated, that omissions are complex manifestations of the reading process,
the -trategies readers use, and their decision making as they read.
4k

Omissions provide useful irebrmation for an insightful observer on
'what's going on as the reader responds -- or chooses not to respond -- to
print.

D'Angelo and Wilson (1979) would have us shutting ourselves off from
4

the data that provides such valuable-insights.

They would also want us to

ignore the fact that some readers donut make omission miscues.

rnlike

D'AnAelo and Wilson, we believe that miscues tell us more about tbe readers'
strengths than their weaknesses.
ti

Our readers have adequately demonstrated here that the-common sense
view of omissions as the inability to respond to an unknown word or lack of
"wx)rd attack skills" is simply wrong.

This evidence also contradicts the traditional view that omissions are
due simply to carelessness by skipping over the word.

It is interesting to

note that Fairbanks discovered in 1937 that eye-fixation during oral
-

reading 'was
(J\.

qually precise wh-- an error was made ns when it 'was not'

96).

14
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Are omissions bad?

In fact, many are non-deliberate

No, not per se.

Even

and show the readers' strengths in constructing meaning from text.

the strategy of deliberate Omission.may have value if it avoids undue preoccupation with minor text ell'ents that subsequent text. may clarify.

Certainly some,omission patterns can be indicative of readers' problem.
.

_Very young readers sometimes omit more words than they' read, sometimes

That represents the enildien's

announcing "we haven't had that word yet".
-

concept that reading is readingsords and that they are only responsible
for reading motto explicitly "taught",
a strong reluctance_to take

Sometimes omission' pat

risks, as LuCy illustrated in the secdnd portion`Of her reading.
Other omission patterns reflect the reader's general problems in
dealing with the syntactic or semantic structures of the text.
That

Omissions and patterns of omission, then, need interpretation.
.

,

interpretation must be on the hasis.Of some understanding of reeding as a
Counting

process in which the reader interacts with print fo create meaning.
omissions is of little use.

Attempes such as Monroe's, to develop norms of
.14

They

omissions and other "error" patterns will never provide-much insight.

overlook the effect on rate ef'mlscuei of suchr4actOrs as type ofpnstruction,
variation in reading materials, etc.

We Must see their signifi,

cein
4,

We must Seeiher as surface representa-

retationship to the whole''process:

tions of an underlying interaction between the reader and t

text.

One can not argue,in'a:general sense that it is better to produce
sdMething, if only a sounded-out nciv-word, than to omit.,

There are values in some patterns of non-word dubstitutione.

Non-

words often retain the affixes, particularly the Oammatical ones, of the
original word.

That makes them useful placeholders.for the original word
a
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and makeo it possible for the reade4 6 keep control of the syntactic
patterns of the text
take risks iA reading.-

They a

represent a gyeater willingness to

But often patterns of n6n-word substitutions

reflect the readers lbsitg themselves in tiying to get the words right.
As prgblems occur they settle for phonic approximations, often after
several attempts at each occurrence.

A lot c'f.energy is expended with little

-positive results.

Here are examples from one eighth grade low proficieftcy reader:
ae4ice

II. 6 CV14.b-

4 Igrirf
3.

-

t. # at
S53
0202

"Philosophical,

2.

I yelled.

0214

$ paevricatt

fliVirCabh101-1

pal
0203

to remember the word definitions

$ &Sri ne
0222

"Philosophical,"

number of definitions

a, $ AIs.C-tta-i*s

2.4
t.

0703

A15-

The-word definitions

These repeated attempts at each occurrence smma to reflect the reader's
having accepted the view that everything depends on getting each word -- as
a unit* - - exactly right.

So the reader tries alternate phonic matchings

Icsing.the control over integration of semantic and syntactic.cues and
4

disrupting the constrUCting...1 meanihg.

Both deliberate omissions and non-word patterns can reflect what wive
labeled ":the next -word syndrome".

Lucy shows it in her reluctance to proceed everytime she's unsure
about the next word.

This syndromeis one 4n which readers begin to lose
40

the goal of meaning in reading and become overwhelmed with the task of
correetly "knowing" every next word.

Whatever strategies they pick, whether

omission, non-word perseerence, or teacher dependency, if the pattern
shows the reader unwilling to move toward iteaning without correctly

identifying every Word, that's when a real problem may exist.

10.1

The Relationship of Reading Instruction to Omissions

Most reading instruction is geared to eliminating omissions as'inherently
bad.

Teachers-often interrupt oral readers to ack,them to reread every time

they omit, regardless of the context or the effect.
In diagnosis. the teacher or examiner is usually told to "Pronounce word(s)

when it's apparent that the child does not know the word(s)".
limit is 5 seconds of pause.

2

1

A common time

Consider that in the light of patterns shown.

by Lucy and others; they are cut off well before they are ready to rake a
decision or get their coerage up to take a risk.
pattern of omission and teacher - dependency.

all thought processes.
the message:

That forces them into a

It puts a 5 Gecond limit on

Every time the teacher interrupts; the reader gets.,

"You must get the word right.

You've just failed one more time."

You caL't do it without me.

Repeated 'small failures add up to a

general sense of inadequacy and a lack of confidence in themselves as
readerG.

Instruction, we believe, ought to help readers to build on their own
strengths, to use their own strategies for making sense from text and their
own strategies for solving problems when they come to them.

1Silvaroli, N.
1965, 1969.

Mar, Frank.

Classroom Reading Inventory, W. C. Brown Co., Dubuque,

To Belp:Xhildren Read, Columbus:

Merrill, 1973, pp. 124-5.
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When readers,have paused at points in texts their minds should be,
and usually are, engaged'in processing InformatiOn; graphophonic, syntactic,
semantic, to get to meaning.

They should be using the langioge and conceptual

schema they have within them interactively with cues selected from the text.
If the teacher cuts in after 5 seconds on the assumption that the reader
dues not "know" the neitt word, then the teactier is implicitly saying to the

reader "say the word, never mind the sense".
This represents two major preoccupations in our modern technology of
or

rending instruction, both of which are unfortunate:

(I) Preoccupation by

teachers and learrets with words as ends in themselves.

(2)

Assumption that

reading must, at least ultimately, be error free.

The demadd for word for word accuracy Sifts the reader's focus from
.

meaning and inhibits the reader's risk taking:, better omit than be wrong;

better not trust my own half-formed

better wait for the teacherthan try myself;
notions.

Reading involves tentative information_processing -- guessing constantly__
what's coming.

That makes it possible to predict, to sample, to monitor

one's own reading and confirm on the basis of the developing sense, to
reprocess and self-correct as needed.

A second grader is reading:

Here's an example of what we mean.

"Then I will find work," said Ted.

He reads "Then I went, then I went, then I want..."
chortles and then says more deliberately:
pause ensues.

"Then I will--"

Not 5 seconds, but 45 seconds.

cupies the reader's mind?

He stops himself,

Now a long

What shall we assume preoc-

Conventional wisdom says, "he must have stopped
Tell him so he can go on without

because he doesn't know the next word.
being' frustrated."
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Suppose there are no problems with

But now cohsider the alternative:
"unknown" words here.

Suppose the reader has paused because he's having

trouble getting sense from the text.

Find work?

Could both be verbs?

"You find things you lose," days his seven year old logic.
like you do school work.

money to go to the "Fair".
'Dade

But find work?

YOu can do work,

In prior text Ted, a boy wants

"We haven't got a single penny to spare" says

What does find work have to do with money for the Fair?
We wait for the reader to solve his own problems.

of pause he does.

And after 45 seconds

He reads the rest of the sentence quickly and with lively

intonation.

Reading instruction must_not be geared to eliminating omission or to
4

taking the risks out of reading,'but helping readers solve problems for
themselves.'

If we encourage readers to -trust themselves and to keep a concern for

meaning as their constant preoccupation in leading there will probably he
a decrease in deliberate omissionst

But it's building the reader's self -

reliance and risk-taking that's the goal of instruction, not superficielly
reliance
reducing deliberate omissions.

In fact, our evidence has shown that'confideni

readers will produce higher rates of non-:deliberate omissions which do not
disrupt meaning.

Again the goal of instruction is not to increase non.'

deliberate omissions; it's to help readers make'senSe of what they read:

But

an oral rendition of a text which contains variations, perhaps including

Vkissions from the expected response and still makes good sense tells the
teacher a lot more about the reader's strength in comprehending than an accurate
rendition which may or may not represent the reader's success in comprehending.
The silence of readers' oral word omissions can speak eloquently to
insightful teachers.

43
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APPENDIX
List of Stories Cited
%

Book Title

Title

Story NO.

&

Grade

26

Two New Hats

Up the Street and Down, (Primer,
American Book Co., 1963)

44

Kitten Jones

Beyond Treasure Valley (3,

.

_

Page
134

60

American Book Co., 1963)

51

Freddie Miller,
Scientist

Adventures Here and There (5,
American Book Co., T9e735

61

53

My Brother Is A Genius

Adventures Now and Then, (6,
American Book Co., 1963)

246

Poison

112:111enture
World, 1958)
(12, HarcoUrt, Brace

61

Generation Gap

Look, Jarivary 13, 1970

68

Henry's Choice

To Market, To Market (1, Scott
Foeesman, 1976)

69

The RoyalRace

The Magic Word (4, Macmillan, 1966)

48

604

&

14

356

N
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PROGRAM IN LANGUAGE AND LITERACYARIZONA CENTER.FOR EDUCATIONAL,RESEARCE AND DEVELOPMENT
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
UNrVERSITY OF ARIZONA

`.The Progren.fn Language and Literacy is an innovative effort to provide a center for a
variety of activities dedicated .o better knowledge of development in language and
literacy and more effective achool practice. The program is concerned with language
proCesses as well as learning and teaching of language.
_

Activities of the program have several main concentrations;

aI

Research on otal and written language
on development of oral and written language.
on teaching for effective use of oral and written language.
on curriculum for language growth and use.
on bilingual, hicultural,,biliterate langUage development, language instruction.
on issues of adult basic literacy.
Theory deyelivment in oral and written language processes.
Acquisition and instructior: if oral and written language processes.
Development of curriculum and methodology for effective monolingual and
bilingual school programs..
Support fQr language and literacy components of pre-service teacher education
programs.
In-service programs to help teachers, curriculum workers, and school administrators
to achieve more effective programs in language.and literacy.
Consultation to school systems and other agencies to plan and evaluate more
effective promos in language and literacy.
Graduate courses, seminars, minors and combined majors in educational linguistics
to help educators become more effective as teachers, curriculum workers
material developers and teacher educators.
Conferences, workshops, symposia to provide dialogue among researchers, disseminators
And practitioners.
Publications including working tapers, position papers and research reports.

The program focuses on written language. written langpage is a receptive and productive
process in a literate wciety where people have the alternative of using oral language
in face-to-face situations or written language over time and space.

/

It draws on a wide variety of bases-sociology,
sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, and areas ofTsychology-so that we can Lnderstand
the learning of language and cogniticn and see the relationship of thought and language.
WW draw from other disciplines as well on neurology, physiology, and of course pedagogy,
the study of education. itself._ The Program in Language and Literacy is a program in
educational line istica.
The program is cross -- disciplinary.

Staff

Dr. Kenneth S. and Yetta M. Goodman, Co-directors
Faculty, Elementary Education, University a: Arizona, Tuc
Myna Naussler, Research Assistant
Jay Walker, &search Assistant
John Woodley, Research Assistant
Diane Barajas, Secretary

Lots Bird, Research Assistant, Series Editor
Claudia Dyhdahl, Research Assistant
Jana Disinger, Research Assistant
Judith Ent, Associate
Swann, Gespass, Research Assistant
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